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INTRODUCTION
Sex.
It’s a fundamental human requirement, right up there with food, water and a 
decent wi-fi signal. Like food and drink, it straddles the territories of need and 
want, laying equal claim to both. As with food and drink, it isn’t enough to simply 
have sex it needs to satisfy certain criteria. This criteria will vary from person to 
person. There are doubtless things that turn you on that would have little or no 
effect on someone else. What drives you wild may leave another woman cold or 
send her screaming from the room.

And so it is with the various and varied men of the zodiac. What might set the 
heart of a Capricorn man racing may well give the Gemini man entirely the wrong 
kind of goosebumps. The purpose of this book is to help you induce the right 
kind of quivers and shivers in your man, from Aries to Pisces, and to ensure you 
receive a plentiful supply of quivers and shivers yourself.

I’ll warn you right now that this is a forthright and unflinching book. It certainly 
isn’t for the prudish. Let’s face it, there’s no point talking about sex unless we’re 
going to be frank. In the interest of clarity, I’ll will be calling a clitoris a clitoris, 
a penis a penis and so on. There will be no references to ‘love buds’ and ‘passion 
rods’. I suspect you’ll be relieved by this disclosure. But if you prefer talk of 
‘flowers’ and such, it’s probably not too late to request a refund.

Each chapter will be broken down into three sections:

Overview

What Does Sex Mean to the Aries Man [for example]?

What’s in it for You?

What Works for Him?

Then each chapter is topped off with advice on The One Thing You Must Do and 
The One Thing You Mustn’t Do.

Overview

This is the only point in each chapter where I won’t be talking about sex. And 
that’s a promise! Here I’ll be looking at the whole person, his personality, what 



he likes and dislikes, what drives him, what ignites his interest, what’s great about 
him and what’s downright infuriating.

Although I imagine most men will be perfectly happy to be seen exclusively as a 
sex object, women, on the whole, are big fans of context. And rightly so. Nothing 
exists in a vacuum, and any attempt to explore the sexual life of a man will be 
half-baked at best if we don’t first attempt to shine a light on his non-sexual life. 
But don’t worry; given that most men think about sex almost all of the time, 
anyway, this segment of each chapter is going to be pretty short. What the heck, 
feel free to skip it entirely!

What Does Sex Mean to the [insert star sign here] Man

Here, I’ll be exploring the various zodiac males’ attitudes to sex. Is sex just a 
recreational activity for him, is it all about conquest, a bit of fun or is it inextricably 
bound-up with love and romance? Once you’re privy to this information, you’ll 
be able to see if his attitudes are aligned with your own or whether you’re faced 
with something of a challenge. You might even find something here which you 
can exploit in some way to your own sensual ends, such as the Cancer man’s 
eagerness to please!

What’s in it for You?

As editor of The Astrology of Love website, I receive any number of emails on the 
topic of men, sex and star signs, but by far the most common is this one: is he any 
good in bed?  It’s a tricky one to answer because it’s such a vague question. So 
here I’ll be trying to cover all the bases in relation to this sweeping enquiry. I’ll 
be looking at his endurance, his technique, how thoughtful he is and, ultimately, 
whether or not he’s going to deliver you breathless and satisfied to your desired 
destination. Sorry, I said I was going to be frank. This section tells you if your 
man is capable of getting you to orgasm. And, if not, what you can do to ‘fix’ him.

What’s in it for him?

This section of each chapter relates to the second most common question I receive 
as editor of The Astrology of Love website. Namely, how do I turn him on? Could 
be you’re thinking, As long as the What’s in it for me? bit meets my requirements 
I couldn’t care less! If you’re feeling a little more generous, however, here you’ll 
find information concerning what is likely to initiate his ardour, such as what 
clothing and perfume to wear. More to the point, in this section I’ll tell you about 



your man’s erogenous zones, the kinds of things you can do or say to really get 
his blood pumping, whether he has any unusual kinks and what sexual positions 
are guaranteed to drive him wild. With pictures!

The One Thing You Must Do and the One Thing You Mustn’t Do

This consists of just two brief sentences. The one thing you categorically must do 
and the one thing you categorically must not!



A WORD OF CAUTION
Astrology can be an extremely useful and powerful means of forming a picture 
of your intended paramour. Is he a fiery Scorpio, a kinky Gemini or a vigorous 
Aries? However, it’s important to bear in mind that there can be a lot more to a 
man than the constellation under which he happened to be born.

Few people pass through life without being subjected to the potent and unpredictable 
forces of chaos. Put simply: things happen to people. Most of these things are of 
little or no significance but sometimes people are exposed to events and forces 
that are truly and powerfully transformative.  And this is when you find yourself 
confronted with the shy and retiring Leo, the reckless Capricorn, the uncaring 
Cancer, the cold and unemotional Pisces.

This is a rather long-winded way of advising you to tread a little carefully and 
don’t simply assume that because a guy was born on November 5th, he’s going to 
respond to your advances like a wild animal. Do a little research first. Get to know 
the guy. Take his sensual temperature, as it were. To quote the great American poet, 
Robert Frost, “Don’t ever take a fence down until you know why it was put up.” 
 
A SECOND WORD OF CAUTION
Although this guide teaches you the tricks, techniques and trade secrets of 
‘wowing’ your man in bed, I wouldn’t want you to think that I’m suggesting you 
kneel at the altar of your man’s sexual needs, making your body and your self 
subservient to the requirements of his libido.

This guide is really about you. About your sensuality. This guide wants you to feel 
sexy and confident. This guide wants to put you in control of your sex life.

So, with that in mind, I want to make a few suggestions.

(Now, if you’re a woman who already knows her own mind, her own body and is 
fully conversant with the strange and exhilarating hot zone where the two meet, 
feel free to skip this bit.)

1. Before going to bed with a man, ask yourself, are you absolutely certain this 
is what you want to do? If you feel in anyway pressured or uneasy about taking 
things to the next level, then don’t rush things. Wait until you’re ready. Any guy 
worth a dime is going to respect your feelings. If he makes for the door, then good 
riddance to bad rubbish. He isn’t the kind of guy you need in your life.



2. Despite the fact that sex is an inordinate amount of fun, it can have serious 
consequences. Please remember to take all necessary precautions against unwanted 
pregnancy and sexually transmitted disease. Sorry to sound like a cross between 
your mom, a high school teacher and a worldly nun, but it needs to be said.

3. Don’t put yourself under too much pressure. Sex should be a pleasurable 
experience. You shouldn’t feel as if you’re taking a test. Relax. Enjoy yourself. 
And, remember, practice makes perfect. If at first you don’t succeed, try, try again.

4. Talk to your friends and family. Sex is a near-universal activity. Pretty much 
everyone does it. If you have doubts, anxieties and insecurities, it really does help 
to share. You’ll be surprised just how many vivacious ‘women of the world’ have 
disastrous and embarrassing sexual experiences in their past. These incidents will 
almost always be filed under ‘I Can Laugh About It Now...’ Once you realise that 
sex is largely a matter of trial and error, and that few people engage in it without 
a certain amount of nervousness, you’ll feel a lot more relaxed.

5. Each chapter contains a section entitled ‘What’s in it for You?’. This is a 
question that should be foremost in your mind when it comes to matters of the 
flesh. You’re not a sex aid. You’re a human being with complex sexual desires of 
your own. Make sure you’re satisfied.

Good luck.

And enjoy.



SEX AND THE SAGITTARIUS MAN
An Overview

The Sagittarius man is one of life’s adventurers, ever the explorer, ever the thrill-
seeker. His mantras are “I’ll try anything once!” and “What’s the worst that can 
happen?” He is almost impossible to control, an unmanageable whirlwind of open-
minded experimentation and discovery, both physical and spiritual. Paradoxically, 
the only thing that controls the Sagittarius man is Spontaneity.  

If impulsiveness is his superpower then it kind of goes without saying that 
routine is his Kryptonite. The moment he feels his life is getting into a rut or that 
circumstances (or, indeed, people) are in any way restraining him, he’ll run for the 
hills. And, with the Sagittarius man, that isn’t just an turn of phrase; he will put 
on his walking boots and backpack and head off to Gangkhar Puensum, Bhutan.

What does Sex Mean to the Sagittarius Man?

Sex, like everything in the Sagittarius man’s whirl of a world is all about adventure, 
exploration and experimentation. He doesn’t see sex as a romantic exercise or as 
an expression of love. It is simply something to be experienced. Just as he is keen 
to see the sights and experience the scents and tastes of some exotic, far-off land, 
so he will be eager to explore your body, its mysteries and hidden places. There 
is nowhere he won’t go and nothing he won’t do. Of all the signs of the zodiac, 
the Sagittarian male is the most broad-minded and liberal, with a healthy dose of 
curiosity.

What’s in it for You?

What’s in it for you? Well, in a nutshell, whatever you want. Like I said a moment 
ago: there’s nowhere he won’t go and nothing he won’t do. The Sagittarius man 
is an explorer and an adventurer at heart, so there’s no part of your body he won’t 
be eager to investigate with hands, lips and tongue. Physicality is important to 
him; the way your body looks, feels and even tastes will be source of interest and 
excitement to him.

But it isn’t all about the physical. The Sagittarius man also likes to explore the 
inner worlds of the intellect and imagination. He’s turned on by intelligence and 
creativity as much as (and in some cases more than) curves and flesh. This means 
you’re looking at a partner who will not only indulge your fantasies but will add 
to and enrich them.



What Works for Him?

So long as he is exploring new territory and experiencing new things, the Sagittarius 
man will remain fully engaged. But don’t worry, that doesn’t mean he will soon 
tire of a partner. He is more than capable of forming monogamous relationships, 
so long as his life partner continues to stimulate him. This doesn’t mean you have 
to invent a new sexual position every time he gets an erection! The Sagittarius 
man is very receptive to subtle change. A slight change in mood will create a 
radically different sexual experience for him. Even missionary position sex will 
excite him if it your behaviour alters a little. If, for example, you act a little more 
aggressively, digging your nails into his buttocks or biting his shoulder or pulling 
his hair, he will respond as if you’ve just unearthed a previously undiscovered 
chapter of the Kama Sutra. Equally, being a little more submissive or playful or 
intense will serve to create a new situation.

Similarly, a change of location will push his buttons. It doesn’t have to be anything 
particularly exotic or outlandish (although, he certainly won’t say no to a urgent 
sex in a tent at the foot of an unstable volcano), just somewhere different.  Doggy-
style over the kitchen table is location change enough to set his pulse pounding.

When it comes to the Sagittarius man, it definitely pays to do your homework. He 
responds positively to knowledge and experience. So, the more comprehensive 
your mental library of carnal know-how, the better. This is one of the reasons the 
Sagittarius man is likely to gravitate toward the older woman. The cougar holds 
a particular fascination for him. Uncertainty and a lack of confidence can be a bit 
of a turn-off for him, so make sure you enter the sexual arena fully prepared. Even 
if you don’t really know what you’re doing, act as if you do. He doesn’t need to 
know you’re winging it!

Seducing the Sagittarius man is easy. In fact, there really isn’t any need for much 
in the way of seduction. He is very forthright and honest. If he wants sex, he’ll let 
you know in no uncertain terms. He appreciates women who are similarly direct, 
so there’s no need to hint, suggest or insinuate. Just tell him you want him. Job 
done. He is an incredibly spontaneous character and reacts badly to anything that 
is planned or scheduled. Don’t give him the impression that things are leading 
toward sex, as sex then becomes a predictable outcome. Spring it on him when 
he’s least expecting it. If he’s at your place and you’re watching a movie, don’t 
make any gradual moves. Just turn off the TV when he appears most engrossed 
in the movie and start to undress. He’ll be delighted. The more he doesn’t see 
it coming, the better. Or you could leave the room for a moment, under some 



pretence (getting more popcorn), then return in just your underwear.

Although, as I suspect I’ve made abundantly clear, there is no such thing as a sexual 
position the Sagittarius man is unwilling to try, here’s one that will guarantee him 
a memorable experience, leaving him eager to find out what else you might have 
in store for him. I call it ‘Ys and Thighs’.

Start with oral sex. The Sagittarius man, enjoys oral sex. The clue is in the word 
‘man’. However, there’s an added dimension for the Sagittarian. His erogenous 
zones are his thighs. So, he’ll enjoy the sensation of your face pushing against 
his thighs as you make your way toward his penis. Kiss his thighs en route and 
you’re certain to hear him moan with delight. But if you really want to drive him 
wild, move your breasts against his thighs. The sensation of an erect nipple gently 
probing at this highly sensitised area will have him melting into a pool of pure 
arousal.

This position starts out as straight forward missionary sex. At some point during 
proceedings, place your hands flat against his chest and push him up and away 
from you, so he is rearing up above you. Spread your legs into an expansive Y. 
You can ask him to hold your ankles (it’s a lot harder maintaining this position 
without the physical help of your partner than you might think!). You can now 
reach under your raised thighs to get your hands on his erogenous zones. If you’re 
feeling particularly bold, you can use just one hand to stimulate his thigh and use 
the other to stimulate yourself.

This position is perfect for the Sagittarius man. One: it focuses on his thighs. 
Two: it’s a decidedly ‘brazen’ position, demonstrating confidence and experience. 
Three: it’s unconventional.

If you really want to go for broke, however (and this may be something you 
hold back for a later sexual encounter), consider using toys. Not all men like the 
introduction of sex toys into their lovemaking. They can be threatened by them, 
interpreting their use as a slight to their sexual prowess. The vibrator or dildo can 
be seen as a competitor or, in the worst case scenario as something that makes 
their own genitals seem redundant. Not so with the Sagittarius man. He’s fine 
with sex toys.

Ys and Thighs is a whole new ball game with the addition of a robust and powerful 
vibrator! The very fact that you own a vibrator will send a very strong message 
to your Sagittarian man. It will say, I am a woman who knows her own body. I 



am a woman who demands satisfaction. I am a woman who is unashamed of 
her desires. This is the behaviour of a mature woman, not a giggling girl. Even 
if you are young in years, you’ll be transmitting strong signals of unadulterated 
womanhood.

You can run the vibrator over those all-too-sensitive thighs of his, then, as he 
thrusts into you, place the vibrator against your mons and clitoris. The oscillations 
will transfer to his penis with incredible results. A word of warning: don’t do this 
until you’re ready to come as it may well bring everything to a juddering halt!

The One Thing You Must Do

Be spontaneous

The One Thing You Mustn’t Do

Send him an appointment invitation via Microsoft Outlook.



AFTERWORD
I hope you’ve enjoyed Men, Sex and Astrology. If I’ve done my job properly, you 
should have a vivid insight into what turns on each and every man of the zodiac. 
More importantly, you should be feeling comfortable, confident and in control of 
your sex life.

I’d love to hear what you enjoyed about the guide, but I’m equally eager to heat 
what you didn’t like about it, so we can address any shortcomings in future 
editions.

Just pop over to www.the-astrology-of-love.com/feedback and leave your 
thoughts and opinions.

Best of luck in life, love and lust!

Stephen Winters


